Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Since Aki ( [@CR1]) proposed a new approach to estimate phase velocities of surface waves, spatial auto-correlation (SPAC) method has been a very useful tool to estimate ground structure because of its simple post-process (Aki [@CR1]). After that, many researchers both in and out of Japan continued to publish papers to extend Aki's theory and developed a variety of array methods (Okada [@CR18]; Morikawa et al. [@CR17]; Cho et al. [@CR6]; Chávez-García et al. [@CR4], [@CR5]; Shiraishi et al. [@CR27]; Tada et al. [@CR29]). However, all those improved methods are based on the assumption that the layers under surface are horizontal. In other words, the lateral heterogeneity have not been taken into consideration by the array methods above. However, the layers are likely to be inclined in real cases and it is expected to obtain more detailed information of ground structure such as inclination by making more use of the records from multiple sites in an array.

In this article, we use "horizontally layered structure," which actually means homogeneous structure, to distinguish from "layered medium with lateral heterogeneity," which means the inhomogeneous structure. Each layer of medium has the same property including density, S-wave velocity, and P-wave velocity.

In recent years, the seismic interferometry theory has also been popular in estimating ground structure. The Green's function between two points A and B means the response at A when a unit impulse force is exerted at B in an actual medium. Claerbout ( [@CR7]) showed that the autocorrelation of the transmission response of an arbitrary horizontally layered lossless earth yields its reflection response in 1D model. This conclusion was generalized to three-dimensional inhomogeneous media (Wapenaar et al. [@CR31], [@CR32]). Similar conclusions have been reached from much research in recent years (Weaver and Lobkis [@CR36]; Campillo and Paul [@CR2]; Wapenaar [@CR32]; Wapenaar et al. [@CR34]; Wapenaar and Fokkema [@CR34]; Sánchez-Sesma et al. [@CR24]; Sánchez-Sesma et al. [@CR25]; Snieder [@CR28]; Perton et al. [@CR20]). These theories are simply summarized as seismic interferometry (SI) theory.

It is demonstrated that in an elastic medium, the Fourier transform of azimuthal average of the cross correlation of motion between two sites is proportional to the imaginary part of the Green's function (IOG) between the two sites in frequency domain (Sánchez-Sesma and Campillo [@CR24]; Sánchez-Sesma et al. [@CR25]; Campillo and Paul [@CR2]). Accordingly, it becomes possible to calculate the ratio of imaginary part of different Green's function by taking the ratio of corresponding cross correlation to analyze ground structure more particularly because Green's function indicates intrinsic property of the medium.

The horizontal-to-vertical spectral ratio (H/V) method has been shown to have strong relationship with the ratio of IOG in the horizontal and vertical direction in diffuse wavefield (Sánchez-Sesma [@CR26]; Kawase et al. [@CR14]). The peak frequency has been confirmed to match with each other in their articles. We can say that the H/V spectral ratio is successfully reinterpreted and becomes more revealing using seismic interferometry theory. Moreover, seismic interferometry is consistent with the SPAC method (Yokoi and Margaryan [@CR37]; Tsai and Moschetti [@CR30]; Paul et al. [@CR19]) in diffuse wavefield, which forms the base of using seismic interferometry theory to array methods based on the SPAC method. Then, it is available to just apply H/V spectral ratio method to each site in array methods to distinguish the difference of ground structure among all observation sites.

On the other hand, we consider using spectral ratio of only vertical component between two sites to detect the lateral heterogeneity. There are two advantages compared with H/V spectral ratio method: first, only vertical component is used in both array method and the calculation of spectral ratio, which is more convenient for observation and data analysis; secondary, the vertical spectral ratio taken between two sites has the potential to demonstrate the lateral heterogeneity more clearly and directly than taking H/V spectral ratio site to site and doing comparison. According to seismic interferometry theory, the spectral ratio taken between two sites is equivalent to the corresponding ratio of IOG. IOG is independent of the wavefield and can be calculated out as long as the ground structure between two sites are known (Hisada [@CR10], [@CR11]). Thus, inversely, by knowing the vertical component spectral ratio, the difference of ground structure between two sites, namely the lateral heterogeneity, is likely to be detected.

It must be claimed that the application of spectral ratio between two sites is not a new idea. At first, the Fourier amplitude spectra of horizontal components at a site has been used to identify the resonance peak of the soil layer (Kanai and Tanaka [@CR13]). Afterwards, the method to apply spectral ratio between two sites has also been developed decades ago (Kagami et al. [@CR12]). If one site is on the rock (reference site) and one is on soil, by taking the spectral ratio between them, the resonance of the soil layer can be detected. However, there are three disadvantages of this theory: first, this method is based on the assumption that the motion at the reference site should be representative of the excitation arriving at the interface of soil layer and base (Lermo et al. [@CR15]); second, this method confines the two sites to be on the soil and on the rock, which lacks the generality to detect the lateral heterogeneity; third, this theory is based on the assumption of 1D ground structure. Moreover, horizontal components are usually used in this method. In this study, instead, we regard vertical component spectral ratio between two sites as the ratio of imaginary part of Green's function. The wavefield just needs to be diffuse and the two sites have no limitations. It not only gives a new perspective of the spectral ratio between two sites but also becomes a general indicator of lateral heterogeneity.

In this article, first we will introduce the theoretical background and propose the new perspective of vertical component spectral ratio between two sites. For convenience, we use the ratio of power spectra to replace spectral ratio (ratio of Fourier spectra). Secondary, we will use a simple inclined two-layered model based on finite difference method (FDM) (Pitarka [@CR21]) to discuss how the vertical component ratio of IOG between two sites will behave under simple lateral heterogeneity. Next, we use FDM to create a diffuse wavefield in the same model. In this wavefield, we calculate the vertical component spectral ratio among sites in a linear array and examine whether they coincide with the theoretical ratio of IOG, respectively. Finally, a field test, in which the information of ground structure is given, is used to confirm the availability of the theory.

Theoretical background {#Sec2}
======================

In this chapter, the basic knowledge of array methods and seismic interferometry will be introduced and our new concept of combining them two will be proposed.

A simple introduction of array methods {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------

For simplicity, we introduced the typical array method, SPAC method here. Given an equilateral-triangle array and vertical time series records of microtremors at four sites under the assumption of temporally and spatially stationary wavefield, the azimuthal-average of spatial auto-correlation coefficients $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Practically, *S* ~*jk*~(*ω*) is obtained by the product of Fourier transformation *F*(*ω*, *X* ~*j*~) of records at two sites as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Afterwards, a dispersion curve can be obtained and the property of under-surface layers are estimated using certain inversion technique.

Seismic interferometry {#Sec4}
----------------------

It has been demonstrated (Sánchez-Sesma and Campillo [@CR24]) that in an elastic medium in the diffuse wavefield satisfying the energy equipartition, the averaged cross spectra of motions at sites 1 and 2, whose locations are *X* ~1~ and *X* ~2~, can be written as: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A new perspective of ratio of power spectra between two sites {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Now, we constitute a vertical component ratio of power spectra through Green's function. Both of *ℓ* and *m* are set as vertical direction, which is *z*, and sites 1 and 2 as the same sites. Hence, it becomes $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The left-hand side becomes the power spectra at one site and according to the right-hand side, the power spectra contains information about both the strength of the wavefield (*E* ~*s*~) and intrinsic property of ground structure (*I*\[*G* ~*zz*~(*X* ~1~,*X* ~1~,*ω*)\]). Now, it is required to extract out only the required part which is the Green's function and remove unknown values of parameters such as *E* ~*s*~ *k* ^−3^. Hence, we take the ratio of the power spectra at center of the array and a site on the circle. As a result, the corresponding ratio of IOG can be obtained as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If we apply Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) to SPAC method in the simplest equilateral-triangle case, for example, three ratios $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\frac {S_{33}(\omega )}{S_{00}(\omega )}$\end{document}$ can be obtained to analyze the lateral heterogeneity. Moreover, it is convenient and efficient to calculate this ratio because the power spectra is just the intermediate result in the process of SPAC method. Of course, this concept is not limited to SPAC method but available to any pair of sites in the diffuse wavefield.

The influence of lateral heterogeneity on the ratio of IOG {#Sec6}
==========================================================

It has been mentioned before that IOG indicates intrinsic property of ground structure. It is also the reason why we want to use the ratio of them to detect the lateral heterogeneity. Hence, it is indispensable to consider the influence of lateral heterogeneity on the ratio of IOG in the first place. In this article, we consider the simplest case of lateral heterogeneity: unidirectional inclined two-layered medium (2D base model). We use FDM to simulate this model (Pitarka [@CR21]).

Before doing that, we examine the availability of the code base on FDM by carrying out a small test as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The simplest two-layered medium with no lateral heterogeneity is simulated using 200 × 200 × 50 meshes with mesh size of 320 m × 320 m × 320 m in the first layer and 320 m × 320 m × 640 m in the second layer. In order to demonstrate the layered velocity structure, nonuniform grids are used as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Besides, nonreflecting boundary condition is used to avoid the reflecting wave (20 meshes wide at boundary) (Charles et al. [@CR3]). Quite large size of mesh size is used here in order to simulate as large area as possible to mitigate the effect of reflecting of long-wavelength wave. The time interval is set to be 0.008 s and the cutoff frequency is 0.25 Hz (The higher frequency part is cutted off) (Levander [@CR16]). The duration for simulation is 130 s. The parameters of medium are shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Site A is located at the center of surface as the test site. A vertical unit force is exerted on A so the response at A should be equivalent to *G* ~*zz*~(*X* ~*A*~,*X* ~*A*~) according to the definition of Green's function. Then, the theoretical Green's function is calculated using technique from (Hisada [@CR10]; [@CR11]). Their imaginary parts match well with each other when *f* \> 0.09 Hz (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). It is believed that by taking ratios, the discrepancy can be neglected. Hence, we can say this indicates the availability of this code based on FDM. Fig. 2The profile of the simple horizontally two-layered medium for testing the validity of the code based on FDM Fig. 3Imaginary part of Green's function from numerical simulation and theoretical calculation. The x axis (frequency) is in logarithmic scale Table 1The parameters of the two-layered mediumLayerP-wave velocityS-wave velocityDensityThickness(m/s)(m/s)(t/m ^3^)(m)18004001.5720 to 12802180012002.0$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Then, we will use this code to simulate the unidirectionally inclined two-layered medium. The profile is shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The related parameters are the same as shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. As Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a shows, eight sites, A to H, are located on the surface with even intervals in the direction of inclination. One site by one site, a vertical unit force is exerted and the *G* ~*zz*~(*X* ~*χ*~,*X* ~*χ*~) (*χ* = A to H) is obtained. The first layer's thickness of each site is shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. As described before, the mesh size is set to be quite large so that the inclination can only be simulated roughly. For example, the first layer's thickness under site H and G is actually the same (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b). For convenience, we calculated the equivalent thickness of each site using the linear interpolation as shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b. Fig. 4The profile of the unidirectionally inclined two-layered medium for calculating Green's function: **a** eight sites of A to H in a line with different first layer's thickness. **b** The cross section of the first layer: the stair shape of the mesh arrangement to roughly simulate the inclination; the mesh number and height at each stair Table 2The first layer's thickness at each siteSite nameABCDEFGHEquivalent thickness (m)7208008809601040112012001280

If it is horizontally layered medium, of course the ratios of IOG between any pair of sites are to be 1. In a complicated 3D medium, this ratio is expected to depend on the particular condition of lateral heterogeneity between two sites. In this simple case of unidirectionally inclined layered medium, the ratio should depend on the difference of first layer's thickness if one of the sites is fixed. In order to observe this, we take ratio of IOG between *χ* and *A* which is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\frac {IOG(G)}{IOG(A)}$\end{document}$). Despite this minor defect, it is observed that as the difference of first layer's thickness becomes larger, the peak frequency (the frequency where the ratio reaches maximum) shifts to smaller value and the amplitude shifts to larger value. Fig. 5Ratios of IOG between site *χ* and A (*χ* indicates B to H): the peak frequency shifts to smaller value as *χ* moves from B to H; some ratios overlap due to the limited resolution of numerical simulation (relatively large mesh size). The x axis (frequency) is in logarithmic scale

In a word, in a unidirectionally inclined two-layered medium, there is a peak frequency in the ratio of IOG, which depends on the difference of first layer's thickness between two sites if one of the sites is fixed. This forms the theoretical base of making use of ratio of IOG to detect the lateral heterogeneity.

A numerical simulation {#Sec7}
======================

In this chapter, the same FDM code is used to create a diffuse wavefield in the same model as above (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In this wavefield, the validity of Eq. [5](#Equ5){ref-type=""} will be examined among the observation sites. Fig. 6The profile of the unidirectionally inclined two-layered medium for simulating a diffuse wavefield: the eight sites in a line is the same as in the last simulation; point sources of shear dislocation type are produced at random time and with random direction and magnitude to create a diffuse wavefield

Observation sites {#Sec8}
-----------------

The observation sites are set in a line (A to H), which is the same as the previous section. The concept of vertical component spectral ratio is not limited to any array shape but available at any any pair of sites. Even though the sites are arranged in a line just for simplicity, the simulation does not lose generality for any array methods.

To create a diffuse wavefield {#Sec9}
-----------------------------

In order to create a diffuse wavefield, we refer to the noise synthetics generation measure in the article by Cornou et al. ( [@CR8]). Point sources of shear dislocation type with random strike, dip, rake angles, and seismic moment are exerted on mesh at random position of (*x*, *y*, *z*) (x, y, and z are mesh number in three directions) using stress approach (Coutant et al. [@CR9]). The position coordinate (*x*, *y*, *z*), angles and the magnitude is randomly produced from a uniform distribution of U(0,*b*), in which *b* is the certain value for different parameters. For example, for *x*, *b* is 200 because *x* varies from 0 to 200. For dip angles, *b* is 90^∘^. The number of sources is about 1250 per 10 s. Different source number and ways of setting the sources may have different effect on the simulation results. We choose this way because it randomize all the parameters of the sources to fit for the actual microtremor wavefield and realize the diffusiveness. The deeper research about the effect on simulation by source settings remains a future topic and let us focus on the result from this simulation.

Examination on the new perspective of vertical component ratio of power spectra {#Sec10}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Then, we observe the behavior of the vertical component ratio of power spectra to see whether it coincides with that of ratio of imaginary part of Green's function. For simplicity, we take ratios between *χ* and *A* (*χ* = B to H) in which *A* works as a reference site (similar with the previous section) and the other seven sites are with different first layer's thickness. Power spectra for each site is calculated (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}) and the ratios are obtained quickly. The theoretical ratios of IOG, respectively, are calculated, using the same technique as in the previous section, from synthetic waveforms obtained by a 3D numerical simulation with a same observation direction as a dip direction. The result is shown in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}. The solid lines indicate the ratios of power spectra while different colors indicate different pairs of sites. Compared with the ratios in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, it is observed that the amplitude do not match. Moreover, there is the large fluctuation of the amplitude in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} among ratios. This comes from the fluctuation of power spectra at each site (Fig [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Firstly, The different amplification factor at different site (they have different first layer's thickness) is considered to be partly the cause. The limited accuracy of numerical simulation is the second cause. Then, we analyze the consistency of the peak frequency from two kinds of ratios between each pari of sites (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). The *f* ~*p*(*IOG*)~ indicates the peak frequency in the ratio of IOG and the *f* ~*p*(*pw*)~ indicates the peak frequency in the ratio of power spectra. It is observed that they match quite well. There exist some discrepancy between the peak frequency from two kind of ratios. Firstly, this may be caused by the resolution limit of the numerical simulation (too big mesh size relative to the site intervals). Secondly, the wavefield is of course not perfectly a diffuse wavefield, which would have bad influence on the result. The setting of source type and source number remain a future work. Neglecting this, it is more meaningful to observe that the peak frequency of ratio decreases as the *χ* becomes farther from *A* (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). This tendency coincides with that in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. In a word, this result confirms the availability of Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) in this simulated wavefield. Fig. 7Power spectra of vertical component at site A to H. The x axis (frequency) is in logarithmic scale Fig. 8Ratio of power spectra of vertical component between site *χ* and A (*χ* indicates B to H): the peak frequency is marked by *vertical line*; the *black arrow* indicates the shifting of peak frequency as *χ* moves from H to B. The x axis (frequency) is in logarithmic scale Fig. 9The consistency check of the peak frequency from two kinds of ratios: the *f* ~*p*(*IOG*)~ indicates the peak frequency in the ratio of IOG and the *f* ~*p*(*pw*)~ indicates the peak frequency in the ratio of power spectra; *different symbol* indicates this comparison between different pair of sites; the *f*(*x*) = *x* line helps to see the status of consistency clearly

Combining Figs. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, and [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}, it is observed that by taking vertical component ratio of power spectra between two sites, a peak frequency can be obtained which actually comes from the ratio of IOG between two sites. As for this unidirectionally inclined two-layered medium, the peak frequency changes as the difference of first layer's thickness changes if one of the sites is fixed. These suggest that by applying the vertical component ratio of power spectra between two sites, it is possible to detect and even estimate the lateral heterogeneity (in this case, the inclinaton) in the arrays' area using certain inversion techniques of theoretical Green's function.

Discussion {#Sec11}
----------

The availability and the potential of the vertical component spectral ratio between two sites have been demonstrated above. However, as mentioned in the section of introduction, the idea of taking spectral ratio between two sites is not new. The significance of the proposed perspective may be underestimated. In this part, some typical and old concepts about the spectral ratios between two sites would be reviewed. Then, we examine their availability to detect the lateral heterogeneity in the 2D model in the simulated diffuse wavefield.

By taking the horizontal spectral ratio between one site and the reference site, the S-wave resonance frequency can be obtained if the motion at the reference site is representative of the excitation arriving at the interface of soil layer and base (Kagami et al. [@CR12]). It is clear that this concept can not be applied to interpret the ratios between two sites in our numerical simulation, because both sites are on the same surface. On the other hand, in Kanai's theory (Kanai and Tanaka [@CR13]), the ideal 1D base model is assumed for each site (horizontally layered medium) and the horizontal component Fourier amplitude itself is representative of the transfer function of SH wave. Even this concept is based on 1D model and simply vertically S-wave wavefield, it may be doubted that the spectral ratio based on Kanai's theory is enough to detect the lateral heterogeneity in 2D model and full-wave wavefield. Therefore, although Kanai did not apply this idea to the ratio between two sites, we would like to carry this classic concept out for confirmation. Accordingly, the peak frequency obtained from horizontal component ratio of power spectra between two sites is equivalent to the ratio of SH wave transfer function between two sites. In order to examine whether this concept works in this numerical simulation, we calculate the transfer function of SH wave using Haskell Matrix Method for each site and take the ratios between the same seven pairs of sites as in previous subsection. The comparison with the horizontal component ratio of power spectra is shown in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}. Figure [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}a shows the ratio of power spectra of horizontal component and Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}b shows the ratio of transfer function from Haskell Matrix Method. *C* ~*χχ*~ indicates the transfer function from Haskell Matrix Method at site *χ* (*χ* is A to H). From the comparison between Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}a and b about the peak frequency of the same color curve, it is obvious that the peak frequency from two kinds of ratios are totally different. The peak frequency from the ratio of power spectra of horizontal component (Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}a) is obviously larger than the ratio of transfer function from Haskell Matrix Method (Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}b). For instance, let us compare the peak frequency of the blue curve (D/A); the peak frequency in (a) is obviously larger than 0.1 while it is smaller than 0.1 in (b). Fig. 10Ratio about horizontal component between site *χ* and A (*χ* indicates B to H): **a** ratio of power spectra of horizontal component: the peak frequency almost does not shift as *χ* moves from H to B (*b*) ratio of transfer function from Haskell Matrix Method: *C* ~*χχ*~ indicates the transfer function at site *χ*; peak frequency shifts quickly as *χ* moves from H to B. The x axis (frequency) is in logarithmic scale

To be more exact, the peak frequency from two kinds of ratios are compared in Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}. The *f* ~*p*(*hv*)~ indicates the peak frequency in the ratio of transfer function from Haskell Matrix Method and the *f* ~*p*(*pwh*)~ indicates the peak frequency in the horizontal component ratio of power spectra. It is obvious that the two ratios deviate from each other very much. Fig. 11The consistency check of the peak frequency from two kinds of ratios: the *f* ~*p*(*hv*)~ indicates the peak frequency in the ratio of transfer function from Haskell Matrix Method and the *f* ~*p*(*pwh*)~ indicates the peak frequency in the horizontal component ratio of power spectra; *different symbol* indicates this comparison between different pair of sites; the *f*(*x*) = *x* line helps to see the status of consistency clearly

This result suggests that in this numerical simulation, the horizontal component ratio of power spectra between two sites cannot be explained by simply the ratio of transfer function obtained from 1D base model well. It is because in Kanai's theory, the 2D base model and the condition of full wave are not taken into consideration. The conventional method is of course available in a 1D model. However, it is meaningful to say that in a complicated base model, it is better to use the Green's function theory based on the assumption of full wave to explain the ratio of power spectra between two sites. In this article, the vertical component ratio of power spectra between two sites in a 2D base model is successfully interpreted using the IOG. In order to avoid misunderstanding, we here emphasize that we are not saying using horizontal component spectral ratio is inferior than using vertical component spectral ratio. We are stressing the unavailability of using the ratios based on 1D model to explain the ratios from actual records in 3D medium, no matter it is horizontal component or vertical component.

Moreover, *f* ~*p*(*pwh*)~(*χ* *A*) almost does not change as the site *χ* moves from *H* to *B*. This means *f* ~*p*(*pwh*)~ has no sensitivity to the lateral heterogeneity so it is difficult to use it to estimate ground structure. However, this is not the point of this article, which remains to be discussed in the future.

A field test {#Sec12}
============

To confirm more about the relationship of the two ratios, let us see a field test conducted in Aomori, Japan, in which we have seven sensors *c* *h*1 to *c* *h*7 recording the microtremor waves (Sakai et al. [@CR22]). According to the boring data, the profile of the observation area is shown as Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}. In Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}a, the positions of sensors and the soil profile are shown. It can be seen that there is a very steep inclination of the first layer, in which the first layer's thickness varies about 30−6 = 24 m in a horizontal distance of 20 m. Left to the inclination, it is a shallow n on which sensors *c* *h*1, *c* *h*2, *c* *h*3, and *c* *h*4 are set. There is a relatively large interval between *c* *h*1 and *c* *h*2. Right to the inclination, it is a deep structure on which sensors *c* *h*5, *c* *h*6, *c* *h*7 are set. The structures of both sides may have very mild inclination. Fig. 12The soil profile of the area and its simulation: **a** The rough profile according to the boring data. There is a steep inclination in the middle part and seven sensors set on the surface, the S-wave velocity of both layers are shown. **b** The simulation model of the rough structure in (**a**) is demonstrated. We use mesh size of 1 m and simulate the inclination by setting different mesh number in the depth direction at each site. Linear inclination is used. For the steep inclination in the middle part, the first layer's thickness varies about 30−6 = 24 m in a horizontal distance of 20 m. For the left and right part, a very mild inclination is assumed. The first layer's thickness varies about 1 m in a horizontal distance of 25 m

In order to obtain the theoretical IOG at the position of each site, a numerical simulation is done. According to the rough structure from boring data, we simulate the structure using mesh size of 1 m × 1 m × 1 m as shown in Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}b. For the simulation of the steep inclination, we assume a linear inclination, in which the first layer's thickness varies about 30−6 = 24 m in a horizontal distance of 20 m. For the simulation of structure left and right to the steep inclination, we assume a very mild linear inclination, in which the first layer's thickness varies 1 m in a horizontal distance of 25 m. By exerting a unit vertical force at each site and recording the response at that site, the IOG at each site can be obtained.

The ratio of power spectra of vertical component between *χ* and *c* *h*1, (*χ* = *c* *h*2 to *c* *h*7) and the ratio of the IOGs are shown in Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}. Figure [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}a shows ratio of power spectra recorded from the field test with different colors. Figure [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}b shows the ratio of IOG obtained from numerical simulation. It can be observed that the peak frequency of both the ratios shifts to smaller value as the *χ* site shifts from *c* *h*2 to *c* *h*7. It is observed that the ratio of IOG for one pair of sites has a peak frequency which is similar to that from the ratio of power spectra for the same pair of sites. For the *c* *h*3/*c* *h*1 ratio in Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}a, it has spikes above 10 Hz, which cannot be explained by the ratios of IOG in the simulated model. We consider it is most likely from the noise in high-frequency range such as the traffic noise and has no influence on this test. It is also possibly from the influence of the real ground structure. It remains to be discussed in the future. However, this does not affect the fundamental objective of this field test. Fig. 13Ratio of IOG and power spectra between site *χ* and ch1 (*χ* indicates *c* *h*2 to *c* *h*7): **a** ratio of power spectra recorded from the field test, and **b** ratio of IOG obtained from numerical simulation. It can be observed that the peak frequency of both the ratios shifts to smaller value as the *χ* site shifts from *c* *h*2 to *c* *h*7

The consistency of the peak frequency from two kinds of ratios between each pari of sites is shown in Fig. [14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"}. The *f* ~*p*(*IOG*)~ indicates the peak frequency in the ratio of IOG and the *f* ~*p*(*pw*)~ indicates the peak frequency in the ratio of power spectra. It is observed that they match quite well. It is confirmed that, even in a field test using the actual data, the peak frequency from the ratio of power spectra between two sites matches with the ratio of IOG between the same two sites. Fig. 14The consistency check of the peak frequency from two kinds of ratios: the *f* ~*p*(*IOG*)~ indicates the peak frequency in the ratio of IOG and the *f* ~*p*(*pw*)~ indicates the peak frequency in the ratio of power spectra; *different symbol* indicates this comparison between different pair of sites; the *f*(*x*) = *x* line helps to see the status of consistency clearly

Conclusion {#Sec13}
==========

Using seismic interferometry theory, we propose a new perspective of the vertical component ratio of power spectra between two sites in diffuse wavefield. Through theoretical analysis, a numerical simulation and a field test, there are several conclusions to be drawn. There exists a peak frequency in the vertical component ratio of power spectra between two sites. It depends on the particular condition of lateral heterogeneity between two sites.In a simple unidirectionally inclined two-layered medium in diffuse wavefield, the peak frequency depends simply on the difference of first layer's thickness and the average thickness of first layer. As for a ratio $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\frac {S_{xx}}{S_{aa}}$\end{document}$ (first thickness of site *x* bigger than that of site *a*) with the site *a* fixed, the peak frequency decreases as the site *x* becomes farther.In an inclined two-layered medium, by taking the vertical component ratios of power spectra among sites at arrays, the peak frequency can be a good indicator of lateral heterogeneity by applying the equivalence with that from the ratio of IOG.In this numerical simulation, it does not work well to interpret the horizontal component ratio of power spectra using the ratio of transfer function of SH wave based on 1D model. Hence, it demonstrates that in the condition of full wave and in complicated base model, it is better to use Green's function theory to interpret the spectral ratio between two sites.

This article demonstrates a new interpretation of the vertical component ratio of power spectra and demonstrates its potential of detecting lateral heterogeneity in a simple numerical simulation and a field test using the peak frequency. It remains as a future work to develop the inversion technique to estimate the particular condition of lateral heterogeneity from the peak frequency among sites in a 2D base model or more complicated model.
